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NOTE: This report is submitted for the information of
the recipients only. In general, material included herein is summarized from regular reports by personnel of Federal agencies, univertities and institutions carrying out scientific research in
Antarctica under National Science Foundation grants and with logistic
support by the U.S. Navy. In order to assure that the work of the
individual scientists and their institutions is clearly understood,
it is requested that prior to using any of this material for public
dissemination, such use be discussed with the Office of Antarctic
Programs in the National Science Foundation or with the originators
of the research as named.
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GENERAL

Byrd Station: Station construction included new tunnel roofs over the
radio noise generator room and the magnetic variations building, a new emergency
generator facility, and a ship's store and post office. On Christmas Day the
station was visited by Francis Cardinal Spellman of New York.
Eights Station: The main portion of general station resupplies was delivered to the station in December, but most of the scientific supplies still
were not unloaded from the ships at McMurdo Station. The radiosonde weather
equipment, used during the first summer of station operations, was dismantled
and flown to McMurdo. To reduce snow drifting around the station, caches and
drifted snow were moved one-half of a mile away from the buildings. Scientific
records were moved from heated buildings into a vacated radome to .prevent their
loss in case of fire. General cleanup of the station area continued during
periods of fair weather.
USNS Eltanin: Cruise 10 of the TJSNS Eltanin was concluded on December 6
with the return of the ship to Valparaiso, Chile, after a 7000-mile voyage lasting 61 days. Thirty-three complete oceanographic stations were taken south of
S. Additional work included intermediate plankton sampling between stations
55
in the pack ice, two hydrographic casts and plankton samplings at the north and
south boundaries of the Antarctic Convergence, and the investigation of a sub390 25' S , 73 0 53 1 W. Stations were
mar.ne slide area off the coast of Chile at
taken at standard 60-mile intervals along the 8309 790 and 75 0 W meridians with
A brief
the southernmost stations at 66 0 9 650 , and 64°S Latitude, respectively.
S
Latitudes
and
560
20'57
0
search for the Pactolus Banks in the area bounded by
70 - 750 Lj'W Longitudes was unsuccessful.
Hallett Station: In the rehabilitation of the science building, all electrical wiring was simplified and the unused wires removed. Newly-installed power
lines have already reduced the number of power failures.
McMurdo Station: The two Soviet IL-18 torboprop transport aircraft that had
arrived at McMurdo Station the last day of November departed on December Li for
Mi rnyy.
On December 5 and 6 9 three UR-1B turbine helicopters were flown aboard C-130
aircraft from McMurdo to Camp Gould where 1-hey were rigged for flying. Resupply
flights to field parties in the Pensacola Mountains and the Queen Maud Range were
made during the month by LC- 147 and LC117 aircraft. Additional reconnaissance
flights were made for the oversnow traverse traveling from Byrd Station toward the
Pensacola Mountains. Favorable weather in the McMurdo afea allowed extensive helicopter flying in support of field parties operating on Ross Island and in the dry
valleys.

-3Several improvements were made in the scientific quarters. Linoleum flooring and additional wiring were installed in the cosmic ray building, and the shell
of the new earth sciences building was completed. Debris from old caches around
the USAR? buildings is being cleared,
South Pole Station: The cosmic ray building was completed and prepared for
occupancy, and construction of forward scatter antennas started. Reconstruction
of a tunnel with aluminum arches, leading to the seismometer vault, is under way.
A cargo platform has been btiilt in the warehouse tunnel.
Wilkes Station: Several trips have been made to nearby islands for birdbanding, and a wannigan has been erected on the Vanderford Glacier. For two days
station members were entertained by a visiting seal that found its way into the
passageways between buildings.

BIOLOGY
USNS Eltanin
Bernice P. Bishop Museum (University of Alaska observer) (Entomology):
Fifteen nets were used in the airborne insect trapping program during
Cruise 10 9 7 nets on the starboard side, and 8 on the port. No insects of visible
size were collected.
Winds above 30 knots and frequent snow showers caused considerable damage to the nets. It was found that the steel rings supporting the mouth of the
nets could be cut, threaded, and bolted together for quick replacement after damage.
Columbia University, Lamont Geological Observatory (Plankton Sampling
Program): The primary objective of thisprogram is the quantitative sampling of
zooplankton for the study of shell-bearing populations such as foraminifera,
pteropoda and radiolarians. Despite some mechanical difficulties encountered
with the release mechanism of the Multiple Plankton Sampler (MPS), a pressuresensitive opening and closing device for sampling at three different levels, excellent results were obtained with this unit. The Bathypelagic Plankton Sampler
(BPS), sampling from 500 to 1000 m, worked well, but was lost midway through the
cruise. A one-half meter net, either fully supported or supported only at its
mouth by a brass frame, was used for deep vertical sampling to depths of 3000 m
as well as for surface and oblique tows to depths of 300 m when conditions did not
permit use of the MPS.
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as follows:

A total of 101 plankton samples were collected during the cruise

1/2 meter net:
12 surface samples
14 vertical samples to 1000, 2000 and 3000 in.
14 oblique samples to 100 and 300 in.
Multiple Plankton Sampler:
18 samples from 0 100 in.
17 samples from 100 - 250 in.
17 samples from 250 - 500 in.
3 other samples
Bathypelagic Plankton Sampler:

6 samples from 500 - 100 in.
Columbia University, Lamont Geological Observatory (Microbiology):
Approximately 364 samples were taken for extraction of chlorophyll A
using Van Dorn bottles and the sea water line to the laboratory. Two hundred and
fifty incubations of chlorophyll samples were made with carbon-14. Plankton sampling was continued routinely.
University of Southern California (Marine Biology): In this broad investigation of marine organisms from mid-water to ocean bottom, typical stations
consist of a bottom sample and two mid-water trawls as in past cruises.
Results of the sampling for various types of collecting gear are given
below.
Gear
One-half meter plankton nets
Three-meter Isaacs-Kidd mid-water trawl
Menzies small biological trawl
Phleger corer
Five-foot Blake trawl
FSU rock dredge
Miscellaneous
Total

Attempted

Successful

22

10
10
19

3
6

21
44
9
9
13
2
6

116

104

46

-5On stations taken in or near the ice the plankton program was emphasized. Plankton sampling for comparative purposes was possible only when the ship was in or
near the ice, as the roll of the ship in other areas precluded a truly quantitative sampling.
A great variety of PROTOZOA was noted in the collection. Radiolarians abounded in the plankton; very large phaeodarian forms were taken especially from the southern portions of the track and about six genera were
identified. Both phaeodarians and acantharians were most common in the surface
waters to 200 fms. Phytomonads were frequently exceedingly numerous, and so
dense in their occurrence that the #20 mesh plankton net, found to be a very useful tool in the Arctic, clogged quickly and was virtually useless in the Cruise 10
area and especially near the ice. Globigerina from plankton samples were kept in
suspensions of the phytomoriads, and remained alive for several days. Radiolaria
from the Isaacs-Kidd samples were impossible to keep alive, apparently because
they were contaminated with tissues from the large medusae. Dredge samples revealed globigerina ooze at several stations and very large foraminifera were
taken in the Menzies trawl samples. Tintinnids and dinoflagellates were never
numerous in samples examined, and ciliates were only rarely seen. An Amallocystis
was found on one of the Caridea collected.
Of the PORIFERA, hexactinellids were collected at several stations,
most specimens being very small (under 1 cm in any dimension). Only once were
hexactinellids common, at the shallowest station where they provided about 95
percent of the bulk of the very large beam trawl sample. Curiously these were
taken in an area of globigerina ooze.
Of the COELENTER&TA, large coronate Scyphozoa were taken in nearly
every one of the mid-water trawl samples, Atolla and Periphylla species being especially common. Hydromedusae were less conspicuous but also common; however,
small medusae of any sort were not generally taken. Dimophyes were especially
common, and many large siphonophores were taken. Often fragments of very large
physorectids were taken from the hydrowinch wire. Stephanoscyphus, almost surely
S, simplex, were very frequently seen in the bottom collections; this form has
also been taken in other cruises of the Eltanin in Antarctic waters, but at the
time (19571959) Of Kramp's writing of the Galathea review, Stephanoscyphus was
unknown from both the Arctic and the Antarctic, and it is now seen that the genus
is cosmopolitan. Two specimens of the very deep water anemone Chondrophellia were
taken in areas of manganese nodules. Neither pennatularians, hydroids, nor hard
corals were seen.
Specimens of CTENOPHORA were found in early every mid-water sample.
A few very large specimens of what is probably Bero g were taken; smaller specimens were not common. Another, probably Mertensia was represented throughout the
track. No PLATHELMINTHES were seen, and of the NEMATODA, only one specimen was

-6taken from the stomach of a bird (smears were made of the bird's blood). Pelagic
NEMERTINEA and ANNELIDA were taken, but no attempt was made to identify any, except for Tomopteris which was known. One Aphrodite was taken in a bottom sample;
only one polynoid among other annelida was taken.
The pelecypod and gastropod MOLLUSCA were represented by only a few
small specimens from the bottom samples; pteropods were very common in the plankton and mid-water samples. Scaphopods were taken in two dredge samples. Of the
cephalopods, only small decapods were common in the Isaacs-Kidd collections, and
a few large beak parts were taken in the Menzies trawl samples. Three Vampyroteuthis specimens were collected. One member of the group (Florida State University) was especially involved in autopsying the cephalopods with a view
toward preparation of possible mesozoan parasites, but none were found.
CHAETOGNATHA specimens were present in all bathypelagic and plankton
samples, and, some specimens were exceedingly large. Of BRACHIOPODA, a single
specimen was found in the bottom trawl samples. Tubes of POGONOPHORA were found
infrequently. Small colonies of BRYOZOA were taken in several of the bottom samples.
The benthonic collections revealed a comparative abundance of ECHINODERNATA material, and echinoderms form the most recognizable portion of the fauna
shown in the submarine photos. A pelagic holothurian, evidently Galatheathuria
was represented by one specimen. Other holothurians, and asterioids, echinoids,
ophiuroids, and crinoids were represented.
Of the ARTHROPODA, the Crustacea, of course, form the bulk of the plankton and mid-water samples. Freeliving copepods were exceedingly abundant, but no
attempt was made to identify any; parasitic copepods were not uncommon on the large
fish specimens. Two Scalpellum were taken in bottom samples. Only a few ostracod
species occur commonly in the samples, two evidently Conchoecia species, and the
third and most notable Giantoc ypris mttlleri. This species was taken throughout
the Cruise 10 area, commonly between 650 and 850 fathoms, but at about L OO fathoms
in the area immediately south of the Convergence. Other species also have altered
vertical distributions in the cascading water area of the Convergence, and work is
being done on a group of them in the hope of deriving some useful indicators for
use aboard the ship.
About a dozen Nebaliopsis typica were taken in the course of the cruise;
some were especially large, and one was found to contain six young at a fairly late
stage of development. Mysids and euphausiids were common, forming the bulk of the
mid-water trawl samples in many cases but except for some very large Gnathophausia,
none were known to us. Only one cumacean was taken in a Menzies trawl sample and
tanaids were not seen.

-7The collection contains a remarkable variety of amphipods. About
fifteen species seemed to occur commonly in the Cruise 10 area, but only a few
are represented by many individuals. Three Cystisoma speciment were retrieved,
but this form is delicate, and becomes badly crushed in the Isaacs-Kidd. Three
of the curious Phronima were taken. About fifteen (15) of the unusualghyprea
preprincips were collected, and the very large and unusual Euandania
viously known to be cosmopolitan in deep water between the polar circles is represented by about a dozen specimens. Isopods were found only rarely in the mid-water
trawl samples, and only two Arcturus and two of the Serolidae were taken in the
benthonic collections. Several specimens of what are evidently late larvae of the
decapod Euryonidae were collected. No pycnogonids were seen.
Salpas were common in some of the Isaacs-Kidd samples, but they were frequently taken in very bad condition; larvaceans were not seen. The great depths
at all stations occupied are not the habitatcof Cephalodiscus or Rhabdopleura, so
that the work done on these forms during Cruise 9 could not be continued.
Fish sometimes comprised the bulk of the Isaacs-Kidd sampler but only
one benthonic fish was taken. Work is being done on shipboard to follow the distribution of the fish taken with respect to proximity to the Convergence, and to
vertical distribution.
There is good reason to believe that many of the species comprising the
mid-water fauna will be found in most areas around the Antarctic continent, and work
has been done to establish a collection of identified specimens which will remain on
board the ship for the use of future investigators.
It was noted that the incidence and intensity of bioluminescence in the
Antarctic is very much less than has been observed in some areas in the Arctic.
Hallett Station
Clark University: Work continued on the isolation of single spores
from lichen fungi. A total of 964 spores were obtained from the station area. Algae from a number of lichens were isolated in single cell culture by micropipette,
and the lichen specimens, from which the algae were isolated, preserved in herbarium
packets for later identification. Free-living algae and fungi, as well as bacteria
and one moss specimen, were isolated by various means from air, water, and soil, for
use in comparative physiological studies of the lichenized forms.
Ohio State University: Continuous rnicroclimatic measurements were taken
at four sites during the month. Fifty-five lichen patches and all marked quadrants
were rephotographed for growth rate measurements and vegetation succession studies.
The trapping and isolation of airborne fungi and algae, including the use of sticky
slides, was continued daily. Selective soil samples were cultured for the isolation

of fungi and algae. Weekly determinations of moisture were made on samples of
algae, moss, and green lichens.
In an experiment to determine the viability of non-indigeous plants-An
this area, grass seeds (Loa axuiva) and alpine flowering plant seeds were platited
in the field and in local soil indoors. The plots were examined daily and records
kept of the daily minimum soil temperature. The indoor seeds have germinated and
are growing well. Some of the grass seeds planted outdoors germinated after a
month-and-a-half and are beginning to grow slowly wider natural conditions of warm
period and abundant standing water.

I

New Zealand Program: Studies arid .band.reading of the Adelie penguins
and skuas were continued. The first penguin chicks were hatched on the 8th of
December and a new study of the food of penguin chicks was started shortly after
the first chicks hatched. A study of the yoke and albumen contents of penguin eggs
has been extended to include a study of the growth rates of chicks. Though heavy
snowfall and strong winds on the 2nd and 3rd destroyed some penguin nests and caused
the abandonment of almost 25 percent of the skua nests, the majority of the skuas
which lost their eggs re-layed full clutches after mid-December. The first skua
chicks were hatched on the 15th of December.
A short visit to a snow petrel colony was made by helicopter during the
visit of the icebreaker, USS Burton Island,
McMurdo Station
Biolab, Stanford University: The installation of ducts fdr:thé laboratory furnace was completed and the original 200 9 000 BTU furnace exchanged for a
larger one of 250 9 000 BTU capacity. An exhaust fan was installed in the wet laboratory and in the north end of the laboratory a parbiti.Ori was erect.ed
a dust-free area for microbiological work.
and stored,

About 85 percent of the ship cargo for the laboratory has been received

Bernice P. Bishop Museum: Microclimatological studies and faunal searches
Marble Point, Granite Harbor,
were made at Observation HillhLake Penny, Lake
Taylor Valley, and the upper Mackay Glacier. Special long range helicopter flights
to Terra Nova Bay (200 miles) and Darwin Glacier (160 miles) allowed the investigators to sample these area for the firsttime.
One member of the four-man team worked several days in the Queen Maud
Mountains, but found no insects; another remained in the Ellsworth Mountains with
the University of Minnesota geology party to take advantage of available turbine
helicopter support for sampling remote outcrops and nimataks. Airborne insect
trapping was conducted on the USNS Chattahoochee sailing between McMurdo and New
Zealand,

agØvegetati0n in shallow
Old Dominion Colle g e : The study of marine
waters along the coast of Ross Island began with an inspection flight to Capes
Royds and Evans on December 2+. Cape Royds was selected for the first study be16 SCUBA dives were made
cause of open water. Between December 26 and January 1 9
in that area and algae specimens were obtained on each dive.
No intertidal growths of algae were found at Cape Royds although just
under the level of low tide the volcanic rocks were covered with a thick layer of
diatoms. Macroscopic algal growths were observed to begin at the boundary of the
beach slope at a depth of approximately L in.
A huge algal bed was found west of Cape Royds. Composed primarily of
Giartina apodag the bed covered an area of about 36 x 150 in, with its inshore
boundary about 38 in from the edge of the high water line.
In Back Door Bay, at Cape Royds, the same species was present at depths
although the density of coverage was less than on the other bed. The
of 10 to 17 in
most abundant invertebrates in this area were Asteroidea • Another red algae species
probably Rhodymenia palinatiformi-s, surrounded the primary species on the landward
side and to the east and west at depths between 3 in and 10 in. A pink crustaceous red
algae, tentatively identified as Hildenbrandia lecanellieri, was found covering volcanic rocks or boulders at a depth of 17 in. These species were notably absent from
Black Sand Beach, Cape Royds, where a brown algae was found along the rocky coast
above the beach. Several species of Cyanophyta were found and there was an abundance
of amphipods and other crustacea at this site.
A great abundance of Echinoderms and Pycnogonida was observed during the
course of the algal collection.
Algal collections were made also in the lakes surrounding Cape Royds:
Home Lake, Coast Lake, Green Lake, and Blue Lake. As part of a long-term study,
blocks were lowered in the water west of Cape Ros to sample the sessile growth of
plants and animals throughout the year.
Stanford University: A number of unsuccessful attempts were made to
catch fish with a gill net under the ice at depths below 1000 feet. To complete
two new holes in the fast ice over deep water, a technique was devised to blast remnant ice from the bottom of the hole, thus eliminating laborious ice chipping.
Several large fish, weighing up to 100 pounds, were recovered from the
seals that had brought them to the fishing holes. Metabolic tests were performed on
one specimen, a Dissostichus ithwsoni, which was kept alive in the laboratory for 10
days. Blood from the fish is now being analyzed for freezing point depression, ion
content, and possible dissolved gases.

ob
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A series of laboratory experiments designed to elucidate metabolic requirements for the swimming activity of Trematomus borchgrevinki in relation to
social facilitation and temperatures was finished. Osmoregulatory and fecundity
studies were conducted. Biochemical investigations of the enzymes of T. bernacchii
were begun during the month. Newly completed equipment for refrigerating aquaria in
the wet laboratory was found to be inadequate when operated at room temperature and
had to be modified with individual cooling units for each tank -4. One tank is pres...
ently in use, while the others await repair of the cooling apparatus.
The Johns Hopkins University: At Cape Crozier, the effects of various
tranquilizing drugs on Adlie penguins were observed, Weddell seals were immobilized with Succinyl Choline and Sernalyn, and blood specimens were takfl for
serãlogical analysis at Johns Hopkins. Continuation of a comprehensive study of
the skua population began on December 24 with banding and observation of marked
birds.
University of Arizona: In this study of the diving behavior and
physiology of the Weddell seal, milk samples have been taken and analyzed at McMurdo.
Other samples have been shipped to the University of Arizona for more complete analysis. As the tagging of the seals continues, patterns of individual seal movements
are being recognized.
In order to facilitate the recovery of seals carrying depth-time recorders, a large hole was dug and blasted through 13 feet of fast ice one mile from
the nearest known air hole or crack that could be used by the seals for surfacing.
From this diving station seals with depth.-time recorders strapped to their hides
were released and later recovered when they were forced to surface through the same
hole. Nearly 60 depth recordings and dive profiles have been obtained, and much
basic information regarding the problems and methods of underwater navigation.
In a two-day period at least six fish weighing betweeh 50 and 100 pounds
were captured by seals and brought into the diving station. Observations were made
on the methods used by the seals in handling and feeding on their large prey.

CARTOGRAPHY AND AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
U,S, Navy: At the end of December the following amount of the aerial photography
bad been completed:
Queen Maud Range

- 89 percent photographed and accepted; 6 percent
recently photographed

North Victoria Land - 33 percent photographed
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Balleny Islands

30 percent accepted

Pensacola Mountains

None accomplished

Heritage Range

- None accomplished

Special photography areas S-1A (Shackleton Glacier), SlB (Mt. Weaver), and S-5
(Albedo photography) have been photographed and accepted. Seventy percent of the
area S-6D (Bay of Whales) and 60 percent of S-12 (McMurdo Ice Shelf and Ice Breakout
Studies) and S_1 14 (Mu&ock Glacier and Barne Inlet) have been accepted. Sixteen percent of S-8 (color photography) has been photographed with the results not yet available. Four unplanned flight lines in northern Victoria Land were photographed, and
all but half of one line has been accepted.
U.S. Geological Survey: Two topographers accompanied the U.S.G.S. geological
party to the Pensacola Mountains to secure additional mapping control in the Neptune
Range. The University of Minnesota geologists working in the Ellsworth Mountains with
helicopter support have one topographer in their group. Working with glaciologists
from Ohio State University, two topographic engineers are surveying and leveling a
series of movement survey markers near Byd Station.

GEOLOGY
Ellsworth Mountains
University of Minnesota: A party of seven, including University of
Minnesota geologists, topographic engineers from the U.S. Geological Survey, and an
entomologist from Bernice P. Bishop Museum, is completing a program of geologic
mapping begun in 1961. Since December 5th and 6th when the Army turbine helicopters
were transported to Camp Gould from McMurdo, weather has permitted 100 hours of flying in 16 days. By the end of December, work in the Heritage Range was 70 percent
completed while that in the Sentinel Range had just begun.
McMurdo Station'
University of Massachusetts: This project to investigate the application of photogeologic methods to Antarctic terrain has concentrated on the dry
valleys. A very unusual type of topography at the head of Wright Valley observed
on aerial photos was studied from the air and on the ground. The area resembles
the C hanneled Scabland of eastern Washington, where the unique topography is believed to have been formed by stream erosion under conditiSns of üniisiial"ro1ume
and velocity.
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Preliminary results or field work indicate that the Beacon sandstone
and associated intrusives can be napped directly from photographs with a minimum
of field checking. Delineation of basement rocks is more difficult and may require different photographic techniques.
University of Wisconsin: In December all of the patterned ground contraction sites were measured for growth rates. Polygons are found to grow from
0.3 to over 5 mm per year, depending on environmental conditions. Several sand
and ice wedges were excavated using a gasoline-powered jackhammer.
Geological reconnaissance was carried out over a wide area in an effort
to determine the Pleistocene history of the region and its manifestation in patterned ground. An extensive collection of algae from fresh water ponds was made
for the purpose of establishing a norm for Cl4 dating of fresh water deposits.
Plane table mapping of two contraction sites in Wright Valley was completed and
saline deposits at the terminus of the Taylor Glacier were revisited to determine
the amount of erosion that had taken place in one year.
Queen Maud Mountains
Ohio State University: Investigations of the walls of the Amundsen
Glacier embrace geomorphology, the geology of the basement rocks, structural geology, and the st'atigraphy of sedimentary deposits. Studies of the rate of erosion
of cliffs continued; temperature data indicate that rock surfaces are above freezing when exposed to sunshine. Measurements in areas of blue ice indicate a low
rate of evaporation. Additional evidence for high levels of former glaciation was
found.
Along the escarpment of the east side of the Amundsen Glacier, normal
and thrust faults were observed. Measurements on seven sections along the escarpment show basal boulder beds to be continuous over at least thirty miles. Sandstone beds comprise the next higher unit and are overlain by a unit of fossiliferous
shale. The highest unit in the escarpment, a coarse-grained sandstone, has been
seen in only one damdropped fault block. Numerous plant fossils have been collected including many representatives of the Glossopteris flora.

GLACIOLOGY
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory: Completion of
measurements of closure in the deep drill hole at the old Byrd Station and measurements of deformation in the tunnels of the new Byrd Station were completed by the
middle of December, and operations moved to the South Pole Station. Here thin sections of firn were taken for crystallographic study, foundation and creep tests were
repeated for engineering studies and deformation of the snow mine walls was remeasured.

- 13 Ohio State University: The two-man glaciological party, joined by two topographers of the U.S. Geological Survey, commenced the installation and survey of a
network of movement stakes. By the end of the month the party had covered about
one-sixth of the proposed traverse upsiope toward the ice divide northeast of the
station. Minor mechanical breakdowns slowed their advance.
U.S, Weather Bureau: Following is the average change of the snow surface in
December, measured on reference stakes:
Byrd Station (27 stakes)
Eights Station (7 stakes)
South Pole Station (50 stakes)

+1,8 cm,
7,4 cm,
+4,6 cm,

For other glaciological activities, see TRAVERSE OPERATIONS.

GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS
McMurdo Station
University of Wisconsin: The airborne magnetic survey from McMurdo
Station was completed in December with four successful flights totalling 3500
nautical miles. Two of these were between McMurdo and Byrd Station by way of
Roosevelt Island and another locally in the McMurdo area.
For other magnetic studies, see TRAVERSE OPERATIONS.

METEOROLOGY
Byrd Station
U 0 S 0 Weather Bureau: Sixty-two radiosonde flights were made with an
average height of 31,7 1 0 m, The average surface temperature for the year was
-28.16 0 C (-18,68 0F) 9 making 1963 the second warmest in seven years of records.
The average seven-year temperature is -28,62 0C (_19.5 10F ). The December maximam
temperature of 830C (+17,0°F) was the second lowest maximum for this month,
All electronic equipment operated satisfactorily during the month,
Eights Station
U,S, Weather Bureau: Surface weather observations 'have been extended
to include hourly values of temperature and wind direction and velocity. A
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sunshine switch and recorder were placed in operation and snow sampling for oxygen isotope analyses was started, Pilot balloon observations were terminated in
the middle of" the month to concentrate on the ozone program. Temperatures are
measured every third day in the walls of a three-meter snow pit.
Terminal forecasts and reports of hourly weather observations were prepared as required for air operations,. A sharply defined upper frontal passage occurred on the 9th without surface wind shift,. Bad weather and severe whiteouts
followed both passages. Cumulus clouds of shallow vertical development accompanied
snow shower activity on the 25 t h; a cumulus formation with one Cumulus Congestus was
sighted north of the station on the 26th,, Several cases of upslope advectiori fog
were observed with southerly wind,. With northerly surface winds a low stratus formed
in the southerly flow aloft in the vicinity of the camp, and a wall of fog was observed at higher elevations to the north,, With northerly surface winds above 8 knots
the return flow brought fog to the station,,
USNS Eitánin
U,,S,, Weather Bureaus Fifty radiosonde balloon releases were made between
October 9 and November 29, attaining an average height of 26,405 m,, A total of
of these were tracked to an average height of 13312 m for wind measurements,, One
100-gram balloon was traked to 11,005 m,,
A schedule of daily transmissions of Eltanin weather to the Chilean Air
Force radio station at Punta Arenas was begun on October 16 and was maintained
throughout the reninder of the cruised
The Mast surface ozone recorder was inoperative during Cruise 10 due to
a faulty sensor. The collection of precipitation in gauges of various design continued. along with the sampling of air for carbon dioxide determination by the Scripps
institution of Ocea.nog'aphy,
The hygrotrermograph recorder, received in damaged conditions was repaired
aboard and put into nrmai operation. In general the measured temperatures are re
liable except during high seas when spray reahes the hygrothermograph senscr,, A
series of readings of: longave radiation from the water surface was taken during the
nighttime h&(:a, 6 when tne ship was or ocean station,.
Betwe.n Octoher 21. and November 3 0 9 daily 24_hour forecasts were prepared
for sniptoard use :: --tat" on planning..
Hallett Station
U.S.Weather Bureau: A record high average of 29367 m was attained in
December for 6o radiosonde releases; the average of 59 balloon bursts was 30 9 4.29 m,.
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The ozonesonde program was terminated on December 1 with the final release tracked to 12,115 M.
Power lines to the east of the tracking equipment, which have occasionally interfered with tracking, were lowered so that the limiting angle of view in
that direction is again 20 degrees.
The average wind speed of 7.4 mph was a record high for December. Soil
thermohnis, and wind instruments at levels of 2 and 10 m have not operated properly
and will be replaced.
McMurdo Station
U.S. Navy: (For standard surface and upper air observations see CLIMAT.)
The average height of 29 radiosondes, 32 9 324 m, was the highest on record at
this station.
South Pole Station
U.S. Weather Bureau: Twenty-seven radiosonde releases were made, with
an average bursting height of 29,400 m.
The Baker hydrogen generator was operated on December 22 following completion of the rebuilt generator building on the 17th. The radiosonde program was
shut down on four days for lack of power; the radioactive fallout program has been
inoperative since December 21 due to reconstruction work on the seismometer tunnel,
Wilkes Station
U.S. Weather Bureau and Australian Meteorological Service: The average
height of 30 radiosondes flown during the month was 27,335 in. After a warm, sunny
month there was less snow around the station than a year ago. A light rain shower
was recorded on the 28th and 29th. The sferics program was out of operation for
two days due to ice melting from the antenna. The infrared hygrometer program was
terminated at the end of the month.
Dobson total ozone measurements continued through the month but the Mast
surface ozone equipment was found to be unrepairable. A single ozonesonde release
failed due to instrument problems. All ozone prdrams were terminated at the end of
the year.

OCEANOGRAPHY
USNS Eltanin
Columbia University, Lamont Geological Observatory: During Cruise 10

16 32 hydrographic casts were made from surface to bottom and two shallow casts to
1000 m in a special convergence study. Water samples were analyzed for salinity,
oxygen content, pH, nitrates, phosphates, and silicate content, the last three
being analyzed with a Beckman DU spectrophotometer. A total of 327 bathythermograph observations were taken during the cruise.
A surface temperature recorder was towed continuously throughout the
cruise except when the ship entered pack ice. The temperature record showed 6
Antarctic Convergence crossings. Bucket temperature readings correlated well with
the surface temperature record in areas where the water was isothermal in the first
few meters, but discrepancies were often present when the ship drifted or moved
slowly. Preliminary analyses carried out aboard ship included complete temperature
depth, and salinity corrections from which profiles were drawn along the meridians
of 830, 750, and 790W. Along the 830W meridian near 60 0 40'S the surface temperature dropped quickly from 1.650 to -0.580 9 and thereafter fluctuated between 2500C
and -0060 0c with the average temperature in this area between 610 and 620 S, about
2 0 20 0 C. These observed temperature variations may have been caused by a heavy
storm encountered just before the station. The most probably location of the Convergence was at 620 30'S 9 using temperature profiles and salinities. The surface
salinity changed from 34.109 0/00 to 33.981 0/oo as the Eltanin entered Antarctic
waters
No sharp rise in water temperature was encountered on the traverse
along 75 0M from south to north. From 62 0 30'S to 620 12 1 S the surface temperature
rose from -0.05 0 to 1.30 0C and then fell again to 0.80 0 C at 62 0 04 1 S. A temperature
of 0.7 40C and a salinity of 33.980 o/oo,together with bathythermograph information
indicated a location of the Convergence near 620 081s.
Sailing southwest from 550S 75CM to 65 0S 79CM, the Convergence was
crossed south of 620 15'S where a temperature of 2.10 0 C and salinity of 34.1570/oo
were followed shortly by a temperature of 0.80 0 C and salinity of 33.9 62 Oboe
The position of the Convergence along 79 0 f as predicted from the previous
crossings coincided with the observed temperature rise from -.0.400 to 2.50 0 C within
11 miles. A special study of the Convergence was made in the area between 620 15'S
and 630 36 1 S with 21 bathythermograph casts and two 1000-m hydrographic casts.
Florida State University: The marine geology program consisted principally of p3ston coring and rock dampling with either a five-foot Blake trawl,
Menzies trawl, or a rock dredge. Only three rock dredges were attempted because
satisfactory samples were usually obtained with the Blake trawl. Thirty-three stations were taken south of 550S and three piston cores and bottom profiling were
carried out off the coast of Chile at the site of a submarine landslide (39 0 221S,
730 31'S)

- 17 The traverse along 83 0 ii crossed a featureless slope rising from a
depth of 2700 fathoms in the north to 2200 fathoms further south. At 58°S a
high ridge 600 fathoms above the abyssal plain was encountered which may be connected with the Pacific-Antarctic ridge further west, forming a demarcation between Antarctic and Pacific sedimentation.
The bathymetry fotirid on the tracks along 750 and 79 0W was more irregular than along the 8301' I profile. Many east-west trending ridges were encountered. In the south there were numerous ridges and peaks with the peaks
generally separated by flat expanses a mile or two wide. At the northern end of
the traverses mountainous areas had even lower local relief and the peaks, thickly
covered with sediments, had been reduced in sharpness.
A great many manganese nodules were found generally associated with
topographic highs on the ocean floor which were most likely volcanic in origin.
Two distinct types of nodules were recovered, one a spherical, concentric concretion, 3 to 5 cm in diameter, rather dense and nearly black, the other a globular
accretion of small pebbles (05 to 1 cm in diameter) agglutinated by manganese dioxide,, The globular nodules were less dense, round, and had many yellow impurities.
They were generally platy or fusiform and ranged in length from 1 to 5 cm. A third
variety of manganese was found which was light brown in color and held several small
pebbles in a cluster. The surface of the agglutinating material was deeply pitted9
indicating that these clusters were nodules of the second type but probably in the
process of being dissolved. Several manganese nodules were discovered in a core
4 0 45 m from the bottom surface, suggesting that they may have been buried by a ma
movement of sediments.
Of interest to biologists as well as geologists was the discovery of
beige, fibrous mats iriterlaminated with red clay in the top meter of two cores.
Another core contained well preserved chitinous Pogonophora skeletons to a depth
of 3 1/2 m 0 Foraminifera tests were found in sediments to water depths of 2400
fathoms,. A reddish-brown pelagic clay covers the entire area studied except for
isolated patches on the tops of high hills which are covered with foraminiferal
0
ooze (predominantly Globigerina)0 There was no appearance of terrigenoussedimerits
in the northern part of the studied area. Light brown clay sampled at 61 S 830W
provided the only exception to the general reddish-brown color. No diatom ooze was
found, Glacial sediments (ice-rafted terrigenous sediments such as sand, pebbles9
cobbles 9 and boulders) were dredged from all parts of the study area, though there
seemed to be a scarcity of ice-rafted materials in the southern regions,, No difference could be discerned between the clay collected in the northeastern and the
northwestern parts of the study area.
A frequently recurring succession of sediments was red clay grading into
beige clay 9 in one core ending in blue clay. Another gradation was from red clay to
rose-colored clay.
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The area near 39 0 22 1 S 9 73 31 1W appears to be the site of a submarine landslide. There is a horseshoe-shaped gouge about four-and-one-half
miles wide at the edge of the continental shelf. The continental shelf is flat
and has a slope of about 10 1 ; the edge of the slope is at 90 fathoms and is well
defined on both sides of the gouge; the continental slope is smooth and slopes
from 3 to 40 . A crevice about 40 fathoms deep occurs at the landward end of the
gouge with a slightly westward-inclined block on the seaward side of the crevice.
The normal, flat shelf surrounds the gouge on the east. Westward from the crevice
the floor of the gouge displays a rough, irregular topography with hills from 20
to 40 fathoms high. The floor of the gouge generally slopes westward. In one part
of the floor, the PDR shows a profile of asymmetrical cusps that resemble a series
of downfaulted blocks. Several miles west of the gouge, the continental slope
smooths out; but further west it becomes hilly once more.
The first core taken near the heel of the gouge yielded green muddy sand
overlying blue-gray, clayey silt; the second, from the flat stretch of continental
slope contains similar green sand; and the third taken well down the slope:in a
hilly area, contained green silty sand overlying steel-gray silt.
University of Wisconsin: The nuclear resonance magnetometer was operated continuously from the first day of the cruise (October 7) until November 3
when the modified polyvinylchloride (PVC) fish became flooded with salt water and
thereafter could not be satisfactorily sealed. It was later determined that fish
constructed of PVC pipe are subject to structural leaks and cannot be expected to
withstand water pressure at a depth of 700 feet.
Refinements made to the magnetometer early in the cruise improved the
signal-to-noise ratio, so that at times the system counted as many as 3000 cycles
of the decaying precession signal,
When the ship entered pancake and slush ice, the PVC fish was towed for
experimental purposes through the ice and suffered only minor damage to the stabilizing fins. Undamaged parts of two fish were assembled in the final two weeks of
the cruise and recording was resumed
An experimental fish was constructed of two sizes of polyethylene core
tube liners with the coil wound on the smaller diameter tube inserted into the
larger one. The space between the coil and the inside of the larger tube was filled
with a high-dielectric-constant oil. The distilled water sample inside the coil was
separated from the insulating oil by a neoprene diaphraxn and another diaphram, between the oil and sea water, retained the inside of the fish at ambient sea water
pressure. A good seal against sea water is provided by passing the towing cable
through a heavy packing nut implanted in the nose cone hence through an additional
packing nut on the inside of the fish.
The size of the fish, 2-1/2 in. by 5-1/2 feet, offers several advantages,,
The coil has approximately three times as many turns of wire and contains three times
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the volume of water compared to other coils of the same inductance. The fish presents mirnimum drag in the water and could perhaps be towed through fairly heavy
ice. Provision is made for a rope tail if additional stability is required.
This program was discontinued at the conclusion of Cruise 10.

STATION SEISMOLOGY
Byrd Station
Coast and Geodetic Survey: One hundred and ten seismic phases were recorded in December. Late in the month, cables to the long-period seismometers were
severed by construction machinery in the course of work on the geomagnetic buildings, interrupting recordings until the cables can be replaced.
Hallett Station
Coast and Geodetic Survey (New Zealand observer): It became necessary
to replace a stroboscope unit when a strobe flash failed. The short period magnification was reduced to 2500 on December L because of increased background noise,
which interfered with the timing of seismic phases.
At the end of the month flooding up to eight inches in the seismic vault
resulted from rapid thawing of the surrounding snow. Because the floor of the vault
is below the level of the water table, pumping out the seepage brought only temporary relief. A drain is being cut from the vault to the shore line to remedy the
situation.
South Pole Station
Coast and Geodetic Survey: Operations were suspended on December 20 for
construction work on the tunnel connecting the vaults to the station. At that time
it was still necessary to center the long-period seismometer daily.
Wilkes Station
California Institute of Technology (Australian observer): Calibration
of long-period eismometers was completed but the critical damping of the seismometers could not be determined because of drift. A few days' records were lost due
to circuit breaks and other problems.

- 20 TRAVERSE OPERATIONS
Byrd Station
University of Wisconsin and Coast and Geodetic Survey: The oversnow
traverse party, proceeding along the first leg of its planned circuit established
a major cache at 82 0 04 1 S 9 89 0 20 1W on December 5. This position was short of the
planned location because of delays due to fuel shortage and rough snow surfaces.
Seven seismic reflection measurements were made at 20-mile intervals between
December 8 and the end of the month with reflection times ranging from 0,6 sec.
to 1.2 sec. From a reconnaissance flight on December 17, a feasible route from
8105 to 83 0 S along 750I was outlined, although crevasses will be encountered. The
flight also indicated that an ice stream, suggested by earlier work, very likely
flows along the western side of the Patuxent and the Pensacola Mountains.
The, traverse party left the area of tfie .De'cember 5 cache on the 19th and
reached a position near 80 0 32 1 S 9 80 0 50 1W at the western edge of the Heritage Range
on the 25th, where the safe route ended. A second reconnaissance flight, delayed
until December 31, showed the only feasible route eastward toward the Pensacola Mountains to be a detour over the Filchner Ice Shelf. Load and surface conditions have
held the traverse to be an average of 20 miles advance per day in 16 hours of driving.

UPPER ATMOSPHERIC PHYSICS
General: Construction work on the towers for the forward scatter program continued at the McMurdo and South Pole Station and was started at the yrd Station.
The towers at Vostok were completed by the end of the month.
Byrd Station
Geornagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: The construction of new
tunnel arches over the variation,, and absolute buildings was completed on December
15, Following the removal of construction equipment from the instrument area, 12
sets of absolute measurements were made for base line determinations. The monthly
means were:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

0

70 57.2'
15,837 go
58,494 g.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bur ea u of Standards: The riometer
operated well with only a small loss of data caused by the failure of a 60 c/s

- 21 standard amplifier. Absorption exceeded 3 db on the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th
and 23rd.
Ionospheric Soundings, National Bureau of Standards: The transmitter
portion of a new 0-4 sounder was installed during December as the largest part of
this program's annual resupply reached the station.
On the C.3 sounder, numerical values of foF2 were recorded 41 percent of the time. The missing 59 percent may be ascribed to spread E conditions
9 and interference
( 8%) , interruption of construction and equipment failure (14%)
%).
This interfer8
from spurious emission of the low frequency aircraft homer (2
ence further made uncertain a large number of the recorded numerical values, and
rendered Fmjn determinations practically useless.
The maximum median foF2 decreased from 5.8 mc/s in November to 54
mc/s0 The minimum median foF2 remained equal to the November value of 43 inc/s0
Micropulsations, National Bureau of Standards: Micropulsation equipment was recently moved to the radio noise building where it will be operated with
a new loop antenna when sufficient power is available. Days of moderate activity
during the month included the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 14th, 15 th and 20th.
Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standards: The radio noise program
was inoperative during December awaiting the installation of a power cable from
Byrd Station to replace the power supplied from a local generator.
VLF and ELF, Stanford University and Pacific Naval Laboratory: The
programmer was modified to extend continuous recordings to six hours. An extra element was added to the new WWV antenna to increase its sensitivity and then the antenna was buried to reduce snow static.
Whistler activity was extremely low during the month. On several days
coincidence was observed between high frequency hiss, micropulsations, and riometer
events. Much low frequency hiss was observed with the activity greatest around 1600
GMT. On December 14 at 1928 GMT there was an outstanding dispersive periodic event
with a 35-second period lasting about 20 minutes.
Eights Station
Aurora and Airglow, Arctic Institute of North America: The program office was remodeled and the instrument wiring modified to facilitate repairs and
maintenance. The patrol spectrograph was calibrated with standard lamps.
Geomagnetism, Coast and Geodetic Survey: Installation of a rapid-run
magnetograph was begun in December with the standard magnetograph kept in operation

22 during the installation. Sixteen sets of absolute measurements were taken and
the mean values were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

0

32 524'
219044 g0
489420 g0

No SSC events were observed during the month. Unusual magnetic activity in the
horlzor,tal field, observed between 0610 and 0703 GMT on December 21 9 correlated
well. with VLF and absorptiOn data obtained simultaneously.
Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: There were few
abE:'rptior1 events during the month. The equipment continued to work satisfactorily.
VLF-Micropulsaticns National Bureau of Standards: Additional VLF equipment arrived from Byrd Station and was installed. There are now two complete VLF
tape recording and hiss film systems at Eights Station. One will be used as a stand
by and for continuous recording of special events. Three days' data were lost due
to a short c:lrcuit0
The loop antenna for micropulsation reception was reoriented at the beginning of the month. A new four-channel recorder arrived and was installed.
Trouble experienced in windy conditions was found to be caused by intermittent
shorting in a cable.
USNS El.tanin
Airg low University of Alas1a: The airgiow photometer was operated during
Extended tw.i.l.ight and total overcast amounted to about
fi'e'night's of Cruise 10
9 percent of the cruise time.
Comie Ra y s Bartol Research Foundation: Various problems were en-

etered 'In the operation of the meson telescope and much of the data obtained dur

t'Irt half of the cruise :1.5 of dubious accuracy though during the second
Ing t.
eqipment performed sati,3factoriiy0 As in previous cruises considerable
:tno...tL. t
trouble wa txperienced with the chronometer and its associated circuitry. The
chronometer contacts 9 carrying excessive current, became rapidly pitted and corroded.
T.e' ro inr:ing problem in the left-half channel was one of generation of spurious
pises by the preamplifier tbes 0 Much of' the data from the right-hand channel dur
is worthless because of a failure in the printer.
ing the first part of the
The recently added gasket sealing the outside door of the telescope room
was eft"otive in keeping out water during high seas, and allowed the hatch leading to
the meteorology laboratory below to remain open 9 thus eliminating errors in the micro
barograph readings.
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Ionospheric Absorption, University of Alaska: The 30 mc/s riometer
was operated continuously during Cruise 10. The equipment failed only once, with
only a few hours of records lost.
Radio Noise, National Bureau of Standar ds: This program operated
routinely during Cruise 10, Some interference from the ship's radio and the
amateur station was noted.
VLF, Stanford University: Active experiments during Cruise 10 included
hourly broadband recordings of whistler and VLF emissions and narrowband recordings
of two VLF stations, NAA (18.6 kc/s) and NSS (22.3 kc/s). The triggered-emissions
experiment and the high frequency experiment remained inactive.
Recurring difficulties were experienced with the digital clock during
the first weeks of the cruise. Programming circuits of the clock were modified to
allow broadband recordings for 24 runs instead of 23. New cables and connectors
were installed between preamplifiers and the fan room immediately below, where connections were made with the existing lines to the VLF recording room, thus eliminating the problems of sea water and ice affecting the badly corroded cables. Other
maintenance included the installation of new input transformers in the preamplifiers
and antenna connections to one of the preamplifiers. The narrowband system operated
perfectly and required no special attention.
The whistler rate was very high during the first half of the cruise, averaging 13.6 per minute from October 13 to November 2. On 10 days during this period
the whistler rate was between 10 and 20, and on 4 days it was greater than 20, On
October 20 9 the rate reached 32.7 per minute. For the remainder of the cruise, however, the average dropped to 1.7 per minute, not including 5 days around November 9
when the rate reached 22.1 and averaged 146 per minute. Most types of whistlers
were observed and on several occasions other VLF phenomena were noted
During Cruise 10 the Eltanin reached positions very close to the magnetic conjugates of the VLF stations NAA and NSS, with more time spent near the NSS
conjugate.. Echoes from NAA were heard nearly every day. "Multiple echoes" heard on
several occasions were of short delay, indicating different signal paths rather than
reflections. Occasional echoes of extraordinary strength were heard.
Hallett Station
Cosmic Ra y s, University of Mar yla nd: Construction and installation of
an enclosure for the scintiliator was completed and fittings made for a thermostatic
control. A new p3wer line to the cosmic ray building materially reduces fluctuation
in line voltages. However, during manipulation of the equipment, the time-pulse cable
to the science building was shorted and damaged some of the circuitry in both the
scintillator and neutron monitor. Repairs were carried out, and all equipment is now
functioning well.
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Earth Currents (New Zealand Program): This program operated satisfactorily until the sea ice broke out at the end of the month and carried the
electrodes away. New electrodes are being installed 1 meter deep in the earth
to prevent a recurrence.
Ionospheric Absorption, Arctic Institute of North America (University
of Maryland observer): This program operated well with only a brief loss of data
due to an instrument malfunction. The quiet day maximum occurred at approximately
2245 local time and the minimum at 1015 local time,
Ionos pheric Sounding s, National Bureau of Standards (New Zealand O
server): The foF2 monthly median decreased in the month of December by 0.3 to
7.8 inc/s. The median noon and midnight critical frequencies were 5.5 and 39 1c/5
espectively. The Fl region appeared regularly between 0800 and 1900 G (165 E) r
in full weight value. The median for Finin was 1.2 mc/s, a decrease of 0.1 inc/s
from November,
\rLF, Stanford University (New Zealand observer): The recording equipment
operated well during December although there was some interference from the station
area, especially from the aircraft beacon.
McMurdo Station
Cosmic Ra y s Bartol Research Foundation: All components of the new
super neutron monitor were received in good condition from the USS Put. J. R. Towle
and assembly of the pile has begun.
A small amount of meson telescope data was lost this month before a light
leak and amplifier trouble were corrected.
Ionospheric Absorption Douglas Aircraft Com pa ny: Operation of the 30
rnc/s and 50 inc/s riometers was normal. The older Dopplometer antenna, no longer in
use has been dismantled, and both riometer antennas relocated to better sites.
VLF, U.S. Army Signal Rdio Propagation Agency: A very low frequency (VLF)
monitoring program was begun from the site of the former meteorological rocket program on December 1 with standard recording frequencies near 59 10 and 20 mc/s. Re
cordi.ngs from three distant VLF stations were completed through the end of the momtr.0
Ar: ecperiment in which a 25.-.watt signal was received from Phoenix, Arizona, was co
ducted sL1ccessfuiy from December 8 through 10,
South Pole Station

Aurora,

ctic Institute of North America: Repairs are being made to the
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patrol spectrograph and all-sky camera. Photometers are being overhauled, and it
is planned to replace the domes of the aurora tower.
Cosmic Ra y s, Bartol Research Foundation: The new cosmic ray building
has now been set up, and equipment is being installed.
Geomagnetism. Coast and Geodetic Survey: Operations were suspended
after December 20 to allow construction work on the seismometer tunnel. Monthly
mean values of the absolute determinations were as follows:
declination
horizontal field
vertical field

27040.61

15071

56,654 g.

Ionospheric Absorption, National Bureau of Standards: There were few
absorption events in December compared to the previous month. The most active period of the month was from the 3rd to the 6th. At the end of the month the rioxneter
developed non-linear calibration at the ends of the scale,
Ionospheric Soundings National Bureau of Standards: The C-3 sounder
began operation on December 6 with 15-minute sweeps. It was turned off on December
29 for repairs, and returned to operation the following day, and again shut down on
the 31st for installation of components.
Good reco ds were obtained through much of the month, although records
from the 20th to the 26th were unscaleable due to erratic behavior of the audio
frequency modulator, This difficulty has now been corrected. Extreme sratifica.
tiori of the F2 layer accounted for nearly as many uncertain values of foF2 as
spread F; the lowest min observed was 0.1+ mc/s.
VLF Stanford University (National Bureau of Standards observer): This
program was shut down until December 23 for a general overhaul of all equipment and
the addition of another stage in the preamplifier. Work was done to reduce the level
of hum and station noise introduced on recordings. Normal operation was resumed on
the 23rd.
Wilkes Station
Geomagnetism Coast and Geodetic Survey (Australian observer): This
program was operated routinely.
Ionospheric Soundings i National Bureau of Standards (Australian observer'):
This program was operative throughout December except for two days shut down for
maintenance and adjustment. There was considerable spread about local midnight and
many echoes were received in the new low frequency range of the sounder,

26 FOREIGN SCIENTISTS AT U.S. STATIONS
Byrd Station: Mr. Veniamin Stepanovich Ignatov, a former member of the
Sovet Arctic drift station North Pole 7 and former chief scientist of Vstok.
Station, represents the Soviet Antarctic Expedition at Byrd Station for the
winter of 1964 Dr. Ignatov arrived in Antarctica aboard the Soviet aircraft
that stopped at McMurdo on November 25 enroute to Mirnyy. His research program
will be an investigation of ionospheric absorption events from the riometer data
McMurdo Station: The return to Russia of Dr. Tarakanov, USSR :aiteorologi5t
wric wintered-over at McMurdo in 1963 9 has been delayed until. the USSR IL i,
anes return from Mirnyy.
IJSNS Eltanin: Mr. Hernon Pizarro Call.ejas, meteorologist .fr:;cri the Ch iea..
Ar Force, joined the Eltanin for Cruise 10 as an obseiver of the me'torclogy
program. Mr. Pizarro took part in routine dbserva'tions, ass:i.sted with radios
riease.s and prepared daily operational forecasts. He aLso c..mipil.ed data t.-,r
peoral research and began a series of synoptic analyses sing data frocr. tt
Eiann and South American stations.
Professor Gabriel Henriquez Araneda of the Museum of Natural History-p
Sa:tlago, Chile, attended Cruise 10 as a visiting marine bioiogit 0 Mr 0 Henr.L../
cc e\7ed the techniques of marine biological samp.ixig a:d ass1.ted in si.i..g
iwatr trawl collections.
rILw. o Chilean undergraduate students assisted in research program3 0 Boras
Rmirez Reyes, a student in biology at the Catholic University of Vai.jraiso2
with a special interest in phytop1ankton assisted in the, m1crdi.c1ogy prgiJri
H i.earred the techniques of spectrophotometric analysts of ch1crophyi.l and
tced the methods for determining pH and the analysis of sl.i ca. te 9 çhcs'pha't
ri t.ate in sea water0
Esteban Morales Gamboa was empluyed in 'the hydrogra'phic program and was
t'Ji. responsiblilty for making ai..i salinity determirAations as well as aistc:
- ith hydrographic casts. Mr. Morales is a student of geology frim the Ctro I:
Ui1ersity of Valparaiso0

L'S SCIENTISTS AT FOREIGN STATIONS
Vctok (USSR): Mr. John Jacobs, upper atmosphere physicist from ti Uriivrity ol
will winter-over in 1964 at the USSR base at Vostok, workirg o VLF ad
Arci scatter experiments. Mr. Jacobs arrived at McMurdo Station December 2tt a
iii be flown by C-130 direct . to Vostok in January.

IABLE I CLIMkI FOR DECEMBER 19C
Byrd
Station
Temperature,
Are:t'age
Highest
Lowest
Station Pressure
(inches)
Average
Highest
Lowest

Precipitation (inches)

Snowfall (inches)
Wind
Prevailing direction
Average speed (knots)
Fastest mile (MPH)
Peak gust
Average Sky Cover
No. clear days
No, partially cloudy
No. cloudy
No, days with visibility
less than 1/4 mile
No. Radiosondes
Avg. height of Radiosondes
No. ,. 0 zones onde5
Avg. height of Ozonesondes

8.3
25.0
24,46

23,63
70
NE
10,1
31
--

7,0

1

14

16

Eights
Station
-13.1

3.9
28.3
27,857
29,846*
28.998*
080
7,0
S

9.8

37
34

8.0
3
6
22

4

10

--

---

62
319710

--

Hallett
Station
- 2,5

+ 4.4
11,7
29267
3O,OO
28,48
0,40

4,0
SW

6.4
47
57

6,2
7
9
15
1

6o
29067
1

129,115

McMurdo
Station

South Pole
Station

- 3,8
+ 5,1
-10,9
29.224
29,986*
28,752*
0.25

2.2

SSE

211
42
7.0

-27.2
-18.9
-33.9

20 369
20,,691
19.958
Tr,
Tr.
8.2
23

3

14
14
1

59
32,324
--

--

All figures above have been taken from radio messages and are unconfirmed
* Sea-level pressure
** North defined along 0 Greenwich

1
0
27
29,1+00

Wilkes
Station

- 2./l'
+
-15:6
29,161
29668*
28.k78'
Tr..
Tr.

S
10

61
5.8
11
7
13

2
30
27,335

- 28 PUBLICATIONS
The following publications received at the Office of Antarctic Programs
during December pertain to work supported in whole or in Part by the
National Science Foundation under the U.S. Antarctic Research Program:
BULL, COLIN, Ohio State U. Measurements of the surface velocity of
inland parts of the antarctic ice sheet by an aerial triangulation method. (International Assqci.ation of Scientific
Hydrology... Commission on Snow and Ice. Publication no, 61,
p. 144_146.)
* HILL, GEOFFREY E., AVCO Corp. Morphology of abnormal enhancements of
F.-layer ionization in polar regions. Antarctic Research and Data
Analysis, Scientific report no. 11 9 Dec. 10, 1963, 18 p.
HOLM-.HANSEN, OSMUND, Wisconsin U. Viability of blue-green and green
algae after freezing. (Physiologia plantarum, 1963, vol. 169
P. 530_540,)
* Copies may be ordered from the Office of Teôhnical Services, U.S. Dept.
of Commerce, Washington, D.C. 20230.
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